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Abstract 
Under the formalism of annealed averaging of the partition function, a type of random multifractal measures 
with their multipliers satisfying exponentially distributed is investigated in detail. Branching emerges in the curve 
of generalized dimensions, and negative values of generalized dimensions arise. Three equivalent methods of 
classification of the random multifractal measures are proposed, which is based on: (i) the discrepancy between 
the curves of generalized dimensions, (ii) the solution properties of equation ( ) 0=qτ , and (iii) the relative 
position of the curve ( )αf  and the diagonal ( ) αα =f  in the first quadrant. These three classes correspond to 
[ ]( )0,1µ = ∞ , [ ]( )0,1 1µ =  and [ ]( )0,1 0µ = , respectively. Phase diagram is introduced to illustrate the 
diverse performance of the random measures that is multiplicatively generated. 
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In the formalism of either the restricted theory of multifractal [1-5] or the general theory of 
multifractal [6-10], multifractal measures are decomposed into interwoven fractal sets each of 
which is characterized by its singularity. Following Mandelbrot [6], the earlier and more general 
meaning of the term “multifractal” comes from the notation of “multiplicative cascade that 
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generates nonrandom or random measures”, and describes “measures that are multiplicatively 
generated” [11]. In the deterministic case, the singularity spectrum )(αf  is always non-negative 
and varies in a finite range [12,13]. However, when one investigates the multifractal nature of 
random measures arising from experiments, say the diffusion-limited aggregation [14], diffusion 
[15] and the dissipation field of turbulence [16], negative dimensions are discovered, which means 
that ( )αf  can be negative for certain α . The meaning of negative ( )αf  was discussed by 
Cates and Witten [15] for the first time. Later, with a simple but cogitative analytical example, 
Chhabra and Sreenivasan [17] pointed out that, the negative dimensions arise from either the 
intrinsic randomness or a random view of a deterministic process. Relative studies refer to Ref. 
[18-21]. 
A random multiplicative cascade process will generate a random multifractal measure on 
certain geometry support, which is a stochastic object. Two averaging is possible when 
investigating the scaling properties of such stochastic objects. One can choose to define either an 
annealed scaling exponent or a quenched one, respectively. Halsey has expected the quenched 
averaging to yield a more physically meaningful result in DLA [22,23]. In the formalism of 
quenched averaging, the scaling properties obtained are similar to the results in the deterministic 
case, where, say, ( )αf  is connaturally non-negative. Henceforth, the quenched averaging cuts off 
the intrinsic or practically deduced randomness for many processes, say the fully developed 
turbulence, where the annealed averaging shows its advantage in characterizing the lacunarity of 
certain occasionally emerging measures [17,24].  
To calculate ( )αf  accompanied with the negative part, a universal procedure follows the 
scaling of histograms of the rescaled probability ( )αp  [20,21,25]. A more efficient procedure 
named multiplier method that can extract the ( )αf  spectrum with exponential less work and is 
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more accurate than the conventional box-counting method was proposed in [17]. These studies 
emphasize particularly the experimental facets and focus mainly on the conservative cascades. In 
this paper, we present an analytic example of random multifractal with its multipliers 
exponentially distributed, which exhibit many interesting properties as well as “anomalous” 
behaviors. Particularly, non-conservative cascades [19,21] play an important roll in this paper. 
First, perform a random multiplicative cascade process. Divide uniformly the interval [ ]1,0  
into b  pieces with the multipliers M  whose probability density ( )MPr  is continuous. This 
procedure is continued ad infinity. It is clear that the multiplicative process must produce a 
multifractal measure. From Cramer’s theorem of large deviations [26-28], the mass exponent can 
be defined by an annealed averaging of moments of the multipliers, namely 
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where 0D  is the fractal dimension of the geometric support and consequently equal to 1  in the 
present case. The multifractal spectrum ( )αf  is linked with ( )qτ  by Legendre transform and 
inverse Legendre transform [24] 
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    Now, consider a class of random measures with the multipliers satisfying the exponential 
distribution  
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where 0>x  and 10 << M . Therefore, 
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The definition domain is 1−>q . To obtain the expression analytically, we expand Mx  with 
power series and obtain 
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If q  is a non-negative integer, we have 
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    Since the ratio ( )( )1
log
++
+
qnn
xqn  between the adjacent terms in (7) tends to zero for sufficiently 
large n , we can compute qM  via the truncated form of (7). An alternative way to compute 
qM  is to perform numerical integration according to (6). However, this procedure will cost 
exponentially more work with q  approaching to 1−  [29]. Note that, if 1=x , 1
1
)log(
=
−x
x  in 
Equations (5-8). Illustrated in Figure 1-3 are the typical diagrams of the generalized dimensions in 
the cases of ex = , 1=x  and ex /1=  accompanied with 2=b . Figures 4-6 are the 
corresponding diagrams of ( )qτ , ( )qα  and ( )αf . 
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Obviously, there are three distinct classes according to the diagrams of generalized 
dimensions in Figures 1-3. Class I: there are two separated branches in the curve of generalized 
dimensions, each with an extreme point, as show in Figure 1. The two extreme values correspond 
to the solutions of the nonlinear equation 0=′qD . Class II: there is a single continuous curve with 
no extreme value as shown in Figure 2. Class III: there are two separated monotonously 
decreasing branches with no extreme value as illustrated in Figure 3. Similar features are also 
discovered in the cases of power distribution and triangular distribution [30]. The cause of 
branching of generalized dimensions is due to two key points. One is about the solution nature of 
0=′qD , while the other is about the behavior of convergency of qD  at point 1=q . 
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A more intuitive, but equivalent to the previous (as will be clarified hereafter), classification 
random multifractal measures is to investigate the relative position between the ( )αf  curve and 
the diagonal ( ) αα =f  of the first quadrant. Class I: Intersection. If the diagonal ( ) αα =f  
intersects the ( )αf  curve, there must exist two intersecting points ( ))(),( 11 qfqα  and 
( ))(),( 22 qfqα . Without loss of generality, we can regard that 21 1 qq << , since it is impossible that 
they intersect at 1=q  or the same side of 1=q . Class II: Tangency. This is the only case that 
one can use the so-called determining criterion [31] to judge whether the computed ( )αf  of 
random multifractal measures is valid or not. In this case we have ( ) αα ≤f  with equality at 
1q = . Class III: Separation. In this case, the ( )αf  curve locates below the diagonal line 
( ) αα =f , implying ( ) αα <f  for all q  and hence α  as well. We also conjecture, in a more 
general sense, that the branching in the curve of generalized dimensions emerges again, and that 
no extreme points exist. Same situations are encountered when considering the relative position 
between the ( )qf  curve and the ( )qα  curve. 
Consider the solution 0q  of the nonlinear equation 
0)( =qτ .                                (9) 
Since ( ) 0>′ qτ  according to (3) and ( ) ±∞=∞±τ  from (1), 0q  exists uniquely. From (4), we 
have ( )( ) ( )000 qqqf αα = , which is tangent to the ( )αf  curve at point ( ) ( )( )( )00 , qfq αα  with the 
slope 0q  and passes through the Origin. Therefore, the situations of 10 >q , 10 =q  and 10 <q  
are the counterparts of the cases of intersection, tangency and separation between the ( )αf  curve 
and the diagonal ( ) αα =f . From (2), we have 
( ) ( )21−−=′ qfDq α .                             (10) 
If 10 >q , we find that 021 =′=′ qq DD , and hence 0<′qD  for 11 qq <<−  and 2qq > , while 
0>′qD  for 11 << qq  and 21 qq << . If 10 <q , 0<′qD  since α<f  for any q  in the 
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definition domain. If 10 =q , one can find that 0<′qD  for any q , where ( ) 211 α′=′D  is used.  
    So far, the equivalency within these classification methods is clarified. Therefore, three 
equivalent rules are established to classify random multifractal measures, which come from the 
natures of qD , )(qτ  and ( )αf , respectively. It seems that one can't intuitionally classify such 
measures via investigating the properties of ( )qf  or ( )qα . The reason is because that, each of 
the qD , )(qτ  and ( )αf  can characterize fully the self-similarity of multifractal measures, and 
that they can transform from each one to others and are consequently equivalent to each other. 
    Consider the situation of 0)( =qτ . The necessary and sufficient condition of 10 =q  is that 
1−
= bM .                                   (11) 
This implies that the generated measure is of average conservation, also referred to as canonical 
measure [19,21,32,33], with [ ]( )0,1 1µ =  as the usual probability measures. From (8), we have 
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Since 0
d
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x
b , b  has a unique value for any fixed x , and vice versa. This also shows that M  
is increasingly monotone with x . We rewrite (11) in the form of its inverse function 
( )bhx = .                               (14) 
When ( )bhx = , the random multifractal measures belong to Class II. When ( )bhx > , the 
measures belong to Class I. Since 1M b−> , we have [ ]( )0,1µ = ∞ . When ( )bhx < , the 
measures belong to Class III. Since 1M b−< , we have [ ]( )0,1 0µ = . It is clear that measures in 
Class I and Class III are non-conservative. We can obtain the phase diagram of ( ),b x  which is 
shown in Figure 7. The phase space is ( ){ }0,1:, >> xbxb . The solid line II denotes measures in 
Class II, while regions I and III denotes measures in Class I and Class III, respectively. Equation 
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(14) represents the critical curve, which separates Class I and Class III. If only the integer bases 
b  are considered, these three regions degenerate to a group of parallel dotted radial lines (Class I), 
discrete solid dots (Class II), i.e., ( )( )bhb,  where ,3,2=b , and parallel solid line segments 
(Class III). Formally, we suggest that non-integer base is also valid (like Mandelbrot’s limit 
lognormal multifractal measures [34]) when investigating such random cascade process that there 
are different bases in different generations. Therefore, the non-integer base can be looked upon as 
an averaged base b .  
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Fig. 7. Phase diagram arising from the random multiplicative measures with the multipliers M  exponentially 
distributed. Solid line II denotes measures in Class II, while regions I and III denotes measures in Class I and Class 
III, respectively. In the case of integer base b , only the parallel dotted radial lines (Class I), discrete solid dots 
(Class II) and parallel solid line segments (Class III) are validated. 
We expect relevant application to fluid field [34,11] of non-conservative cascade, no matter it 
is deterministic or random. Falconer and O’Neil [35] had proposed a framework for vector-valued 
measures, which permits vectors analogues of the singular measures arising in multifractal theory. 
The formalism of vector-valued measures is same to the “ordinary” multifractals in the form. 
However, the multipliers, which they denoted as it  instead of im  as usual, are free from the 
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constraints of 1M <  and of conservation of measure. Hence, one can expect the vector-valued 
measures at infinite stage to be [ ]( )0,1µ = ∞ . Figure 5 in [35], which is an example of 
vector-valued measures, illustrates that the diagonal ( )f α α=  intersects the ( )f α  curve. Such 
measures belong to Class I. The vector-valued measures can be used to describe the behavior of 
fluid, electric or magnetic fields and many other phenomena. In addition, such non-conservative 
multiplicative process is also expect to suit for modeling stratified resistance network [36] and size 
distribution of drop breakup in atomization process [37,38].  
Negative generalized dimensions arise in Class I and III, which are caused by the definition 
of qD  from ( )qτ . If 10 >q , then ( ) 0<qτ  for any 01 qq << , and hence qD  is negative. If 
10 =q , qD  is positive for all q  in the definition domain. If 10 <q , ( ) 0>qτ  for any 10 << qq , 
and hence qD  is negative. An intuitional view is demonstrated in Figures 1-3.  
Generally, the tendencies of ( )qD  and ( )qα  are similar to each other. Moreover, both the 
minimal and maximal values of ( )qD  and ( )qα  exist and are identical respectively [11,12] in 
the restricted framework of multifractals, while about left-sided multifractal measures [6], the 
minimal ( )qα  exists and +∞→α  when +∞→q . However, there are no boundaries for ( )qα  
in its definition domain for the present case. As shown in Fig. 5, ( )+∞∈ ,0α . Note that, ( )qα  
cannot reach 0  as its minimal value. The sufficient condition under which 0min =α  is that one 
can identify at least one point where 0=α . To meet 0=α , one should investigate the maximal 
measure 1 , which can never be attained in the present case since all multipliers are less than unity, 
though one can approach to it as near as possible. Therefore, in the case of discrete probability 
distribution of the multipliers, minα  exists which corresponds to the region with maximal measure, 
but it is not the matter in the continuous case. 
In summary, we have studied the multifractality of a random multiplicative measure with its 
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multipliers M  exponentially distributed under the multifractal formalism of annealed averaging 
of the partition function. If the probability density of the random variable M  is continuous, 
branching of the generalized dimensions arises. Moreover, the generalized dimensions have 
negative values in general. One can classify the random multifractal measures into three classes 
based on the discrepancy between the curves of generalized dimensions, which relate to 
[ ]( )0,1 1µ =  for conservative cascade and [ ]( )0,1µ = ∞  and [ ]( )0,1 0µ =  for non-conservative 
cascades. We also found that, one can perform the equivalent classification by investigating the 
location of the zero-point of ( )qτ  or the relative position either between the ( )αf  curve and the 
diagonal ( ) αα =f  or between the ( )qf  curve and the ( )qα  curve. Therefore, we presented a 
phase diagram to characterize the classification procedure and distinguish the scaling properties 
between different classes. The occurrence of the branching phenomenon emerged in the curve of 
the generalized dimensions follows a two-step procedure. If the extreme value condition fits, the 
investigated measure belongs to Class I. Otherwise, if the generalized dimensions converge at 
point 1=q , the measure lies in Class II. The residual measures fall in Class III. 
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